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I.  INTRODUCfION 
As a function of time the number of topics to be overe益扭 a general physics 
curriculum has increased while the amount of tüne available to cover the topics 
has remained  about the same. Therefore, there is a need to be selective with re-
spect to the topics to be covered. This situation is ma己e even more difficult with 
the recent increased emphasis on the applied aspects of science. Thse considera-
tions have resulted in an increased interest and desire to developexperiments for 
the physics curriculum  wl世ch are  relatively  short and to illustrate the practical 
application of a basic principle. This unit 吐 escribes an experiment of Ü1ÌS nature. 
Sound is usually one of the tcpics inc1ude泣 ìn the general physics curriculum 
either as a separate topic or as a part of the wave motion topic. This unit describes 
an application related to the wave motion of  soun泣 and the mechanism associated 
with sound absorption. This is  done via a measurement of the reverberation time 
for sound in a room. This experiment should be of particular interest and use for 
general  physics  c1asses  with  students  interested  jn  music,  engineering,  and 
architecture. 
IL  THEORY 
When  there  is  a  sound  source 泊 an enc10sed room,  the 叩und wave  wil1 
propagate  in  all. directions  and  will  be  reflecte丘 or absorbed  by the exposed 
surfaces  in  the  room.  If a listener is  within the room, the  sound 叩urce ， W迎
transmit to h泊1 and hewill hear direct sound; first-reflected, second-reflected ，J!~ 
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